Vynamic Branch Transformation | Interactive Video Teller
TM

Your Teller. Our Technology.
Offer video capabilities through your self-service channel faster, more
easily and at a fraction of the cost. With comprehensive video-as-a-service
support from Diebold Nixdorf, it’s your team, powered by ours.

Bring the Best of the Branch to the
Self-Service Channel
We are living in truly unprecedented times, and the long-term impacts of the global pandemic
on consumer behavior are still largely unknown. Yet consumer behavior was already changing—
COVID-19 only amplified behavior shifts that were already taking place, from increased digitalchannel use to higher expectations for every brand interaction. As consumers and bankers adjust
to new social norms, in-branch interactions and usage will continue to evolve. Financial institutions
(FIs) must actively seek ways to better engage with consumers the ways those consumers desire—
through 24/7 self-service channels (whether physical/ATM or digital). In many situations, video
teller capabilities ensure your consumers have the options they need to complete their transactions
and access more in-depth assistance.
FIs can empower their consumers to conduct advanced transactions from start to finish in an efficient and socially-distanced,
comfortable way with assistance from a remote staff member. Each FI is on its own journey—so our pre-defined, packaged Interactive
Video Teller solution is designed for implementation at your pace. Our cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery method
removes the IT complexity and infrastructure required to stand up a traditional server-based, in-house solution, while providing
an end-to-end package complete with the tools, best practices and resources to reshape your cost model, optimize your operational
journey and focus on what's important: the consumer.

Each FI is on its own journey—
so our pre-defined, packaged
Interactive Video Teller solution
is designed for implementation
at your pace.
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Video Teller: “In” the Branch
or “As” the Branch

Drive-Up

Off-Site Island

Lobby/Vestibule

Video-enabled self-service terminals
allow you to utilize drive-thru lanes for
traditional teller transactions—freeing
up in-person branch visits for more
value-added interactions and optimizing
branch staffing models for social
distancing and cost control.

Incorporating video in new, self-serviceonly formats supports remote branch
models that are smaller and offers
a new solution at locations where a
traditional full-service branch isn’t viable.
Interactive Video Teller also supports
optimization of your cash-handling model
by reducing cash management and dualcustody burdens; micro-branches can
be fully “cashless” with cash journeys
automated—even for off-us
check cashing.

Empower your consumers to bank
when they want. Remote video assistance
enables extended hours and social
distancing, making the self-service
experience more convenient.

Recommended Model:
DN Series™ 470V with the necessary
2- way video components: microphone,
USB camera, speakers, headset jack,
volume control, ID scanner, coin
dispenser and 19” touch screen display
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Recommended Model:
DN Series™ 490V with the necessary
2- way video components: microphone,
USB camera, speakers, headset jack,
volume control, ID scanner, coin
dispenser and 19” touch screen display

Recommended Model:
DN Series™ 400V with the necessary
2- way video components: microphone,
USB camera, speakers, headset jack,
volume control, ID scanner, coin
dispenser and 19” touch screen display

Despite the digital-first trend that continues to grow, consumers still seek interaction with a real
person. The current world situation may have altered delivery methods, but human, personalized,
instant access to problem-solving support continues to be in demand.
Adding video to your self-service estate or incorporating it in new self-service-only formats enables new flexibility in your engagements
with consumers. You can also more easily and quickly drive transaction migration and evolve your branch strategy to meet consumers’
new expectations. And your consumers benefit from having more freedom over their financial lives, while you’re optimizing staff and
extending service hours.
With Interactive Video Teller, a real person is available at the touch of a button and consumers and SMBs gain access to more
specialized services:

Exception processing
no longer needs to be
done “in the branch”

Foreign language
support can be
offered in markets
with a high density of
non-native speakers

Advanced transactions
can be conducted
outside of normal
business hours

Complex transactions
and exceptions
can be handled by
centralized experts

Supports SMBs
with deposits and
cash withdrawals,
including coin.

“Banks that accelerate their
branch transformation can
not only mitigate the threat
from technology firms but
also pass their competitors,
delight customers and
achieve stronger, more
profitable growth.”
—Reimagining the Digital Bank Branch of the
Future, Bain, 2019
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How it Works
Interactive Video Teller is offered as a subscription-based service1 which reduces the effort, skill and cost of managing the environment
and allows you to scale up when and where you deem appropriate based on your market and footprint. Control and administration of the
contact center and banking processes remain with you. All maintenance and security patching for the application and unified
communication technology shifts to Diebold Nixdorf to manage.
Initiated from the ATM, Interactive Video Teller connects to a remote service representative to handle your consumer’s transaction from
start to finish. Driving the transactions from a remote location, the teller is able to complete any traditional teller transaction and post to
the teller client platform. The consumer only utilizes the ATM to validate identity, confirm their transactions and receive or deposit funds.
TAP INTO THE POWER OF CLOUD-BASED CORE INTEGRATION.
Core integration is your choice. Integrating directly to your core banking system2 provides the added benefit of offering faster processing
and less manual intervention. On top of remote video teller capabilities, connecting to the core optimizes your operational efficiencies
while offering on-us consumers more transactions and services at the ATM at a lower per-transaction cost to you:

Instant check cashing

Depositing to multiple
accounts in one transaction

Customer service inquiries

Bill payments

Currency Transaction Reporting (CTR)

Account-to-account transfers

Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC)

1

Following fee-based simple one-time setup/onboarding

2

 urrent Core Connections: FISERV DNA, All Jack Henry cores (Banking and CU)CSI, FIS Horizon and Symitar. Integration with other core banking systems is also possible, but may require some additional
C
professional services charges.

PROVIDE THE BEST USER EXPERIENCE AND ENSURE USER ACCEPTANCE.
With so many video-enabled tools available these days, conducting a transaction via
video is becoming the new norm. But not all video technology provides the same quality,
and a poor experience can lead to low adoption and even abandonment of the service.
To be effective in the self-service channel, video needs to be reliable, operate with high
quality and be delivered with very low latency. Interactive Video Teller from Diebold
Nixdorf intelligently routes traffic directly to the teller client from the ATM using cloudenabled, scaled and secure infrastructure. It does not double the load through a server
as other products do. Eliminating the relay reduces network traffic, provides less latency
and minimizes the configuration to the branch network. This integrated approach to the
video component allows your remote staff to be more efficient and productive while
engaging with consumers. As part of the as-a-service solution centrally managed by
Diebold Nixdorf, endpoint configuration, ongoing support, faster troubleshooting and
improved resolution (should an issue arise) is ensured.
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As your end-to-end partner and trusted Software as a Service provider, our experts
offer the support you need to optimize your Interactive Video Teller project.
We work with you to execute on the solution that best meets your business and functional requirements while positioning you for longterm success. Our comprehensive implementation plan ensures each of the following areas are evaluated, and provides you with the
flexibility you need to customize your solution:
• Hardware readiness
• Software application readiness
• Back-end core readiness
• Network certification and support
• Branch staff education and marketing

Automating the traditional ATM balancing and reconciliation functions.
The demand for teller functions to be completed at the self-service channel has never been greater. Yet as more financial institutions
incorporate sophisticated video technology into their self-service channel, there is an increased need to automate and optimize the
traditional labor-intensive ATM balancing and reconciliation functions. Business Process Automation, with implementation of Interactive
Video Teller, allows a financial institution to reduce manual balancing across their ATM Fleet (Video and Non-Video) from several hours
to several minutes per day.
Let Vynamic Branch Transformation Business Process Automation do the work for you.

Works within both core
connected and non-core
connected offerings, includes
debit switch balancing,
ATM and image enabled
deposit systems.

Is specifically developed
for the ATM (and related
systems, GLs, transaction
and accounts).

Provides positive return on investment
in months, as process costs are reduced
and analysts are focused on exceptions
and troubleshooting.
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Saves time and resources by
automating repetitive tasks
24/7 with no human errors.

Offered as an add-on/supplement
to our as-a-service offering, it can be
deployed quickly with minimal costs and
can scale as needed.

Improves compliance and
reduces risk by precisely
executing to existing
regulations and standards.

Improves speed, productivity and
relevance of analysts as non-value
activities are removed, relieving pressure
of tedious and time-intensive work.

Give your consumers new options to bank when they want, how they
want. Contact your Diebold Nixdorf representative today to discuss
bringing video to your self-service channel.

Learn more at DieboldNixdorf.com/VideoTeller.
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